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Summary

In AgriCOpen, freely available earth observation data from the Sentinel-2 mission are
used for Germany to improve its suitability for precision farming and integration of
derived products into farm management systems1:

The overall goal of the OPEN FORECAST project is to deliver a novel generic service to

• Use of Open Data: Sentinel-2 satellites supply unprecedented multi-spectral imagery

complement the Public Open Data Digital Service Infrastructure. The provided Open

• Highly valuable for agricultural and forestry practices2

Data Services combine highly-valuable, public and open datasets with supercompu-

• Provide open data products to emerge satellite data for precision farming

ting resources (HPC) to produce novel relevant data products for European citizens,

• Distribution of the data products in webservices

public authorities, economic actors, and decision makers.

• Dissimination to farmers

Analysing datasets from two innovative use cases: (1) fine dust pollution and (2) agricultural data, OPEN FORECAST provides services for smart cities and smart farming.

NDVI Zones within fields

Supercomputing resources are used to compute domain-specific methods on large
datasets to generate forecasts on urban pollution and for precision farming. The resulting data products are public and open and will be made available through the European Data Portal INSPIRE and APIs for the integration into stakeholder services.
The entire service pipeline is designed to be extended and re-used to enable other European stakeholders from other application domains to adapt their business models
to the HPC Open Data Forecast Service pipeline. OPEN FORECAST utilizes, wherever
possible, results from European activities.
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AgriCOpen: Processing and products
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Data products
CURSCENE_MASK are Sentinel 2 tiles with atmospheric correction and cloud mask

The project is intended to make an innovative contribution to methodologies and monitoring

CURSCENE are RGB mosaics of one stripe of one flyover period.

systems on Open Data and HPC, supplemented by the experience of five partner organizations.

CURBEST is a 14 day composite of best pixels around a predefined observation date
for mapping purposes and time series analysis.
CURVEG consists of a stack of vegetation indices (NDVI, EVI, REIP, ARVI, NDWI), LAI
and Tasseled Cap transformations to derive biomass, fertilization, yield parameters,
plant health, or water usage.
LONGVEG will be calculated from CURVEG over a period of time to provide spatially
explicit differences in site conditions as a basis for the delineation of zones through
the years.

Distribution and Use
All products will be stored in a geodatabase and distributed by Geoserver and linked
with metadata in the INSPIRE portal. The user can access the products using WMS
and WCS using GIS software to perform further calculations and analysis.

Project aims
• Use Open Data for analysis with Open Source programs and codes
• Provide Open Data Products for fine dust and agricultural analysis
• Distribute results in the EU-INSPIRE portal
• Improve precision farming and farm management systems
• Encourage the use of open data for agricultural purposes
• Emerge digitization and geodata
Sjaak Wolfert et al. (2017). Big Data in Smart Farming – A review,
Agricultural Systems, 153.
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